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SOCIAL SCHWAS OF ANZRICAN COLLEGE SrdDENTS

In social psychological remearh, the assumption :Zs often explicitly

or implicitly made that people perceive situations in terms of certain

dimensions or aspects. For =temple, people presumably perceive the degree

and direction of liking, of power, of helpfulness, etc., in a given social

relationship. The number of dimensiens in terms of winIch a person is

perceiving may be limited in any given situation; nevontheless, a person

may have a wide repertoire of available dimensions. These dimensions are

iirscaved not only in dia perception of social situations, but alms in

commmaications about thimn. The words used to describe social situations

correopond in large part to these dimensione.

Further, much of Cho data of social psychology indicate that in the

reality corresponding to positions on these cognitive dimensions, there are

.observable correlations between positions on different dimensions. For

instance, data indicate that similarity snd liking are often found to be

positively associated (Collins and Raven, 1969). There are a dispeopor-

tionate number of situations in which similar people Ulsons another, and

situations in which people who are different dislike'one another. The

remaining, opposite combinations occur less frequently. Similarly,

situations occur which are consistent sAth other dimensions as well.

Thus, if positions on these dimensions tend to be correlated in

reality, the perceivervill soon teed to acquire cognitive structures

which might be represented by correlations between positions on these

dimensions. The aequieition of those cognitive structures is assumed here

to be way the result of a process of observational or perceptual
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learniog and partly a result of commmications from oever people. The

tom giTen t* these cognitive structurea is sacial sebomas. The present

use of the term is an enrapolation of the use made by Kuethe (1962) and

De Soto (1960). In their usage, the dimensions are of either two types:

intrpersonal on tho one hand and physical or matheest;xal on the other.

For instance, their studies demonstrate that the perceived closeness of

silhouette drovIngs of people is correlated with tbe affective relationship

between them.

If social schemes do exist as part of people's cognitive structures,

then a person would be expected to perceive each of a oeristy of specific

situations as conforming to one of his relevant social schemes, provided

that the oituation is perceived in terms of at least one of the dimensions

involved in that social schema. Thus, a porsca who hoc a cocial schema that

mutual helpfulness is correlated with high mutual likilag would tsad to

perceive any situation involving mutual telpfulnass as also Involving high

mutual liking. This person would tend to perceive the relationship between

mutual helpfulness and liking, regardless of whether ele situation vas in a

factory or at a tea party.

A first objective of the study was therefore simply to test the

hypothesis that people do possess measurable social schsaao. /2 the firut

hypothesis is confirsed, then a second ote is to determdose what social

schemes are possessed by a broad sample of American college students. Not

only would such information be Interesting in its own Tight, but wou/d

provide more knowledge of the psychological content within which many social

psychological studies are conducted. Since social achomes are assumed to

be acquired on the baste of perception, and since perception in turn ie

influenced by social achemes, a question thus arises as to tho way that

the assumed perceptual learning can take place. The answer would appear
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to lie in the individualgs early experience. The social situations.=

Individual encounters in his family provide the beelo for the acquisition

of his first cocial schomas. He may observe situations of dislike

occurring after a disagreement and of liking after an egessment; of

obedience to a high status person, ouch so a parent, and of indifference

to a low status person, etc. In addition, both verbal and non-verbal

communications from parents and others establinh scheme in the cognitive

structure of the grodng person. The social schemes the person acquires

while young would then appear to determine perception of Embiguous or

equivocally structured accial situations encountered ie adult life.

One way of indexing the different kinds of social situations which an

adult experienced in his childhood ic by means of his birth order. By

definition, the social situations that, say, a last born encounters are

differant from those of an only child. Ia the study described here, a

third objective was to test the general hypothesis that, as compared to

later borne (Us), first borns and onlies (FBs) would be wore likely to

posseso social schemes whose content concern:a people who occupy different

positions on a dieension. Examples of such social schemes would be those

entailing one person liking another person more than he is liked in

return; one person having more power than another; one person inf/uencing

another more than he is influenced, otc. The remenn foe this hYpothesis is

that a FB's initial eeperience in life involves people very different from

himself, his parents. In contrast, the LB encounters nt least one other

person who is siuilar to him in status, peuer, pettern of life, etc. The

Us would thus b2 hypothesized to be more likely than VBs to acquire social

schemes in which two people occupy the same position on a dimension. For

instance, the LB's social schemes eight involve two people mutually

influencing one another, helping each other, liking or disliking one another,
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etc. (of Stotland and Dunn, 1962; ftotland sad Cottrell, 1962; Stotland,

1969). Obviously, these two general hypotheses gloss over differences to

the experiences of people who differ with respect to the sex of dmir

siblings, tha age gap between and among them, their presence in the sem

home, etc., etc. No hypotheses ware formu/sted with respect to these

differences, but the size of the' sample In the study wns large moues to

permit more differentiated comparisons, such as comparing people Tillo have

no sisters with those who do, etc.

Proaedure

Overall Amis. A series of 12 questionnaires was developed, each

one designed to measure a unique set of four or five differnt social

schema. `Am types of social schemes were =wired in each questionnaire.

In the first type, the "Differential," a drawing of an everyday social

situation ia presented in which two people occupy different positions on

one of the dimensions of the social schema. A caption below the picture

indicates whet this dimansion is and what positions on it arc held by

the two people. Below the caption is a question conceming the relation-

ship between the people on the second of the dimensions of the social

schema being measured. Fkle such picture-vpstion stilmlus items werci

used to measure each of the differential schemes.

The second type of social schema, the "Equals," iavolved pictures in

which both of the.people in the picture-captions were at the same position

on a given dimension; e.g., mutual liking or mutual disliking. Pairs of

each picture-caption item were used, each item in a pair having people who

are either both high or both low on the picture-caption dimension. In

other respects, the people and the situation were sore or less alike on

both items of a pair. Under the captions were the questions about the
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positions of the people on the secmd dimaneion of the social schema. Th[!

difference between the answers on rating scales to ea& of the picture-

caption itama provided the basic data. Five such palm were used.

puestionAgradulgE. Tha di:me:lona of interpersonal relationship

which were used in the study were liking, similarity, communication,

helping, influencing, status, and powsT. These were selected because

they appeared to bs salient in much (2urrout social psychological rnsearch

and many appeared relevant to birth order differences :cf Sampson, 1965).

The questionnaires dealt with aluost all of the possib'Se combinations of

dimensions; i.e., elmost.all the posoible social schema of relationohip

betwsen the dime:ens. The exceptions will be noted below. In ench

combination, both directions of schema-influenced percoption were

=paused, so that the Implication that, say; liking hen for halpint, was

measured ea wren as the implications that helping hes C.:or liking.

The questionnaires consisted basically of a swim of pictureo of

two people who had aoMe relationship to one another aYong one of the

dimansiono) with a caption below the picture describin3 the dimension

and their positions. Mtn each caption woe a questioner pair of

queetions about the positiona that these people had on come other

dimension of the relationship. The instructions to tho oubjects ware

designed to get Cuma to answer in a epontaneous ranne: and ware as

followa:

"SOCIAL smarm STUDY

The purpose of this queationnaire is to find out ;tow people think

other people, in general, will feel or act in various oocial situations.

You and many others are being asked to give your impreosions, and to make

gut:mosso about the actions, feelings, and thoughts of people pictused in

various situations.
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In the following poses, the socf.al saustiono which are pictured ere

like instances in evaryisy 11-e in which rou encounter strangers for the

first time and have to Enke snap judgmEato about how tiley will set or feel

toward one another. Often you have litt1 e. to guide you, except your

intuition, yet you do cake snap judgments or guesses whoa you have to.

Zn the following pops, you are asked to guess, to make snap

judgmefte, to .ts14. your intuition In mucb the smmo way co you often do in

eveYyday s1tuations. On eaflh pagm there Ss a picture, a caption below it

vary briefly describing tho people in tho picture, and at the bottom,

questions about the people. Ths quetions ask yau to rake a guess about

then. Sometimes you will faml that you do not have anclgh information

In the pictures and captions to give you a Clear basis fav answering.

Plena make your guesses araywaywan if you ara rot tco certain about thcm.

The qvastionsaire is completely snonymua." Plasm do not put VOUT

same on it. This la not a test of your pgresonclity or ?our ability.

are nullitht or wrqm Ammo.

Answer all the questions. Work as quickly as pos'ulble. Do tot turn

beck pesos. You may start mow. When you have finishee, turn your

questionnaire over to show you are done."

The pitturas generally mere relatively barren oS estnil, so as to

minimise eha au2bcr of cues which were irrelevAat to tlie purposes of the

study. Also, the faces were dramtwith a minimum of articulation. The

captions also Inn vary minimal. Tha renloas for using the combination

of both pictures end asptIons were, first, that the pictures would tend

to make the situations more psychologically real for tIlo lbjects, making

It easier for them to become involved; sal second, the captions focused

the subjects° attention on the portinont dimasion.



The finet type of social schema, the "Differenticl," woe measured by

having a picture-caption combination in which two people aro depicted as

being a% different points on the dimenalon in question. role ezample, a

power pictum-caption might depict a commercial fiehina boat with two

sailors to/king, one with a Cap on and designated "A" below tha picture,

the other =pleas and designated Tha caption belcw neado, "A le

oamtain of a fishing boat on which B la a =TV member." Another =ample,

for the dimanalon of liking, hao two men in a parking 2ot, with ne pr

"a" under each of them. The caption reeds, "A and B have reserved

parking lot stallo nazt to one another. A likes B moroi than B likes A."

In moat captions, the key worde warm under lined.

The picturacaption dimensiono which were used fon the differantial

metal schemes were liking, influence, communication, help, statne, and

power. The differentia/ schemes that ware maasured consisted of each of

these picture-ception dimensions paired with each of the other dinnnalons

03 a question or reeponse dint:Talon. However, the power and atatua

dimensions ware not paired, being too obviously related. In addition, th

similarity dimenaion was used as a response variable. In other wor4s, in

almoot all caeca, both directionn of implication of pooltions on paire of

dimanniona ware measured.

Each of the social achemaa relating the dimenoiono was operational/zed

by five items or enenplars of the pictnre-caption dimension, each item

depicting a different situation in which the aocial schema coUld be

ezengifiee4. The altuatione ware as variad'as possible: work, picnic,

business offices, shopping, meetings, bus travel, portico, camping, cow

travel, luncheons, military, etc. The only once which were avoided were

home and school. The former was smaded because of tht possible

contamination of the birth order effectei the second Incense the responses
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might reflect the actual situation the eubjects were in at the timt of

filling out the queotionnaire. Both of the people depicted in the pictures

were of the same sex; whether there were three male pictures as4 two femaae

pictures or vice versa usa determined by the appropriateness to the dimension.

For example, power situations ware easier to find for ren then woman.

The questions that were below the captions also imried in specific

content. Care was taken to minimise the passibility of the subjects

finding some logical or reasonable basis in the pictum-ception for

11911134411thrig the questions. For example, If tho picture-caption showed two

=auto differed in status, a question about their similarity in

political outlook was not used; similarity with respect to TV programa

would be used. Thus, the subjects woad have to employ their schenso

to aneuvr the question. In fact, during the pilot rum, many subjocts

emplaned that they bad no basis for answering the quvationg. As we

shall see below, they actually did, but the basis was not in the

"logical" implications of the pictures. The questions were as follows:

Similarity: "How similar or different would you Boma they are

in their feelings about their famiase Choose one

of the following:

1. Tend to be similar

2. Tend to be different

3. Neither

%f you guess they tend to be similar or different,

estimate how much." (Nine point scale.)

Other questiono concorned similarity of preference for TV programs,

attitudes toward politicians, reading nmteriale, Or sprits, etc.



Thin question was scored by assigning a score of ceno to Neither

and then treating the rating .as =ging teora one to MIA for the subjects
checking ciTend to be similar" and from 1 to -44 for those checking "Tend
to be different."

Liking: "How tenth would you guess A likes Bre (iae point scale);
"How much would you guese D likes AT" (Fine point scale)

This item was swred by taking the algebraic diffeTences between

the two ratings.

Helping: "If A sometimes needed something B could give, like advice

about an important personal problem kw helpful would

you guess B would try to be?" (Nine point scale.)

"If B sometime needed something A could give, like advice

6out an ititportant personal problem how helpful. Y.Mad

'you guess A would try to be?" (Nine point scale)

Other items concerned lending tools, borrwing bwks, giving lifts
home, giving morel support, giving travel information, etc.

This item was scored by taking the alge\.)raic differsoce between the
scales.

CC EffNatilicat : "12 they meet later after the covals is ovev, how

ritIch would you guess A would want to talk with

BT" (Nino paint scale); "How namilt would you guess

B would want to talk with A?" (ilino point setae)

This item was scored by taking the algebraic difference 1),tweon the
ratings.

Influence:: "If they talked about educating thildven, hew much woad

you gums A would ney D'a ideas?" (Nitta point scale);

"How much would you guess B would away A's ideas?" Olins

point scale)

10
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Other areas ware business, politics, sports, meetings, tripe, etc.

Thie iteszt MS scored by taking the algebraic difference between the

ratings.

Statue: "Would you vase that one of them is more respected by his

frie 11, s than the other? *Check one of tha following:

1. A la sore respected thon B.

2. B is more respected than A.

3. Mather is sore reepact,ted than

the other.

If you gusee that one ie MOTO respected than the other,

animate how much more." (Hine point scale)

Other ways of asking this question concerned "boing looked up to in

the community," etc. This type of item woo scored by assigning a score

of zero to "Neither" and :mores ranging from one to nine if the eubject

marked A mere than B and scores from -1 to -9 if he =Irked B more then A.

POWer: "If they later both happen to work for the es= company,

would you guess me of them would have a higher position

than the other? Check ore of the following:

1. A would have a higher position than B.

2. B would have a higher position than A.

3. Neither would have a higher position then

the other. OLII.M.PMIND

Ef you guess that one of thossz would haw a higher position

than the other, (ultimate 'hero much higher his position would

be." (Nina point Beale)

On other questions, the question concerned communi.ty organisations,

labor unions, etc. Power is distinguished from (Aetna by the former being

limited to relationships within the same organisation in Which one person

11
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can determine come aspect of the fate of the other because of their

positions in th organisation.

If the =Abject checked "Neither," he would be assigned a score of

2(trO. If he eheasies A more than 3, he would be assigned scores ranging

from one to nine; if B more then A, scores ranging fsom -4 to -9.

As TM shall sae below, the COVIGISt6ncy of a subject's resposse.across

ell five of the items to measure a given oacial eche= was tested by a

factos analysis.

The second typo of social schema, the. "Equals," was measured somewhat

differently fron the "Differontials." The former social scheme are those

in which both people occupy the same position on the dimnsion. The

picture-caption dimensions were 1ikii& etiilarity, ovemanication, helping,

and influencing (status and power were not used in the picture-caption

because th e. status or pores of a parson csnaerned people not pictured;

e.g., two high status wan have their status with respect to other peoPlc

not with Trespect to each other. Therefore, questions about their

relationships to each othar on other dimensions are not: entirely

appropriate. This issue was seised by swans from pilot studies.). In

measuring social schemes, each of thotso 41imansions was ?aired with each

of the other ones, plus status and power as question dismasions. For

each combination of picture-caption dimensions, there ware five pairs of

items designed to num= the social SchS2114°.440. , ten picture-caption

items in all. CTISS number of each per represented the high point on a

dimension (with both people high); the other ropressavid the low. The

pairs were alike in other respects, such IS sex, age, situations,

activity, etc. For eVallpieg a Pair s'epresenting the, h:Igh and low points

on the dimension of communication were as follows:

12



"A and B (both %omen), '45.110 MAW 85102 before, happen, to sit next

to one another on a bus. They alLit with one another

"A and B (both women), who never mat before, happen to sit next

to one another en a bus. They sp.j.k.: vmAlspja to one essother."

Another 0 5Ts, le: "A and B (both meuI meet in a turrdware otore.

As they chat, they AnTheencet ore another's ideas about: jobs iiround their

ilAMDS "

"A end B (both mon) meat in a hardware store. Au they chat, they

do 01 influence one another's ideal; about jobs aroune their home."

The basic score for the "Equals" scheme was the algebraic

difference between the imam of a pair of picture-cnptiono with respect

to the answers to the ono question.

The questions ware aa follows:

Lilting% "How much would yau guess A and B like (me another?" to be

anowsred on a nine point scale.

Similarity: "Bow similar or different would you pleas A and B are

with respect to preference in TV programer (Nine point scale, from very

aimilar to very different.) Other (questions concerneti politics, sports,

child rearing, etc.

Conneunication: "If A and B mot on another occasion, how much would

you guess they would be inclined to talk to one another?" (Nine point scale)

Nap: "If A needed eons asoisUnce frog B, like getting a lift home,

hew helpful would you gum B would bar (Nine point scale) The same

question waa asked about Age help. The ratings for A and B were summed,

since the subject wno not given a basin for discriminating between two

people. Other questions concerned lending books, tools, etc.

Mance: "Now much would you guess that A and B would influence

one another with respect to preferences in automobilea?" (Nine plat scale)

13
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Other questions concerned restaurants, music, etc.

Status: "How hie:1y respected would you gu.ess A is in his community?"

and "Huy highly respected would you guess B i in his community?" The two

ratings ware manned. The reason this sort of item was used was that it was

felt that the sajocts would be reluctant to make the sestoription that both

had the coar:e status.

Power: "If A belonged to the National Guard, how hIgh a rank would you

guess he had?" and the Game question for B. The scoring and rational were

the same as for status.

The degree of consistency in subjects' responses to the five pairs of

pictures operationalicing a .social schema was mesouread by factor annlyeits.

Sine.* the total number of social schemes of both types was 54, they

were broken down into 12 sets to form 12 bookleta ,. each subject receiving one

of the 12 bookleto. Each booklet contained four or five social soh-sway about

equally distributed between equals and differentials scheme. No picture,-

caption dimension was used more than once in the same booklee:p nor was a

given question response mad more than once in the eame beoklet. However,

the san2e pictures and captions were used in the various booklets to operation-.

slits the: same dimension. The booklets had 30 or 35 itemo, one to a page.

The iteue were in .a random order, the same random order for ell copies of a

n booklet.

The questionnaire was administered to male and &rale students in

poychology classes at Portland State College (Ps. 751), at Western Washington

College (Km 601), at Shoreline Community College (No 761), at Seattle

University (Mc: 370), and to 719 entering freohmen at the University of

lisshbgton. The total N was 3695, 1740 voles sad 1955 females. The purposes

of the study ware completely emplained to the subjects irmesdiately afterwards.

14
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Results

The first hypothesis Was that there would be consistency in the

subjects' responses to the sets of five items designed to tap each of

the v %IOW social schemes. Accordingly, the responaeo to each of the 12

booklets wawa factor analyned in order to determine whother the items

designed to measure the scua socia/ schema loaded.on the same factor and

whether other items did not load on that factor. The uethod used was a

principle axis solution for basic stsucture with verimax rotation to a

simple structure. Factoring was continued so long as each obtained

factor accounted for more variance than a single scale. All factors were

rotated.

Insert Table 1 about here

00.010AMISIWIMPPIOAMUMOWM=111.111.0.0.4.011.1.,MOO1.1110114.1114.10.WOMPIO

As can be seen from Table 1, about half the total variance was

extracted by the factor analysis of the various booklets.

Equga schemes. The factors generated by the factor analysis were

such that the five items designed a 121plq to tap the came equals sehemas

very nesrly always loaded on the same factor to a considerable degree, and

seldom loaded on other factors. This can be seen in Table 2, is which are

presented the loadings on the factor corrosponding to the various social

schemes. In addition, items in the sane booklet not demigned AL prtoi to

meaoure a given social schema only rmrely loaded to any meaningful degree

on the seat factor as tha items deeigned to tap the soc:Ial schemes. This

also can be seen in Table 2. Thus, in general, the data do indicate that

social schemes load to perception of different situations in a consistent way.

eu-Azsaarr...--stsr.

toast Table 2 about here

awuarnCutossata.....macre.suwnStimsetr
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Differential schemaq. For most of the Differential achemas, the same

pattern of results occurred as for the Equalo. Factors emerged whip

loaded slowest exclusively on the items deeigned pygloi to measure a given

social scheme, as can be eaen from Table 3. However, for status and liking,

two factors emerged, each of whiCh loaded to a strong degree on only some

of the itema in the aets designed to measure each of ene socia/ schemaa.

In other words, the social schema seasead to split into two socialschenes.

Although the patterning of these split social schemes did not appear to

be random and tended to bunch up on certain dimensions, it was not

possible to compere directly the instances of split faotors which occurred

on the same dimencion on different social schemes, sinac the different

nocial schema involving the sante dimenoion occurred in booklets filled

out by different subjects.

VMSINIIIMIMOOMI*70

Insert Table 3 about here

/100/110MMIW

Sociql schemes heldja gootitlai. In order to determine what social

schemes ware held by the total sample, t tests were run for each item.

These t tests compared the obtained memo ocore on each item to the score

that would have been attained if the subjects had indicated that

position on the picture-oeption variable made no difference for the

question variable. Thus, for the Equals (schemes this latter score would

man that the subjecto rated both the high and low picturs-captions on

a dimension as being equal on the question variable. For the Equals

schemas all of thane t tests were aignificant and remarkably large.

(See Table 4.) In essence, the uubjecta indicated that they believed

that mutual liking, mutual helping, mutual communication, and mutual

influence vere all positively related to one another; and that similarity

vas also perceived so pooitively related to each of those dimensions.

16
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Insert Tables 4 & 5 about hare

With respect to the Differential schemes, the geneal erend also

is for the subjects to perceive relationohips between patine on

the picture-caption and question vartablea (veaTable 5), but die trend

is net so strong as in tho caee of the Eqvals schemes. The rather complex

findings can be summarimed as fellows:

1. The portion who likes more than he Is liked in perceived to help more

than he le helped, to talk more than the ether person, to be influenced by

the other person more than he influences. The persien who helps more than

he is helped by the other is perceived to like the other more than he is

liked; the person who talke more le perceived to like the other more than

he le liked.

2. People who differ on any one of the picture-caption dimansions, except

'power and status, are perceived to differ on the questiza variables as

well. The inconsistent results on power end status are in line with the

general inconsistency of results in these vaviables.

3. Difference le picture-caption variables which involve one person

acting overtly mere then the other are positively related to one another.

These variables arm coreaunication, influence and helping. Thus, the

personeto oTmmunicates more aloo is perceived to influence eore and to

be. Mare helpful. The permon who has more influence is perceived to help

more and talk mere. The person who to more helpful has more influence;

the only exception to this trend Is the rather inconsistent affect of

helping as a picture-caption variable on communication. Perhaps people

who are being helped are sometimes perceived to need to communicate

their needs.

17
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4. There &re relatively fewer widely held social schema with status

and power ae the picture-caption veriables. The only widely held ones

appear to be the peeitive relationship bottle= !status and power on the

one hand and influence on the other; and the poeitive relationship

between power and helping; 12ed the negative one between status tand

cecraunication. The subjects did not appear to have any social schemes

that indicated that power or status alone provided an adequate heels

for predicting the relationship of 'E'en" people on some other dimenaion.

Moreover, when statue or power were the question variables, the eubjects

had consietent social schemes only with helping and influencing in the

picture-captions, With the higher status or power person doing more of

both.

Birth a&e.lar,, data. The above factor emalysis was used to gonerate

factor acores for all subjects. The subjects were then split into the

following birth order groups: =lies, firsts, middle and lasts,

separately for each Dee, and analyses of variance were computed. No

results =attributable to chance Ware found. Similarly, breaks by

see of siblings, nucieer of siblinge age-gap to older and to younger

siblings were fruithos, as was 2 split according to the educational

level of the parent*. Thum, the birth order hypotheses were not

confirmd, MOT were say seta differeaces found.

Diecuosion

The factor analysis results gmterally indicate that people do in

fact have social schemes, since differences in responding to the various

items were correlated, ehowing that subjects differed in their reactions

to the pictures in col:anent ways. The dimensions that were chosen

c aiori also in general appear to be those which are involved in social

18
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schemes. However, the reoults did suggest that taking two dimensions at

e time was eometimes inadequate, since some &mansions apposred.to eluster

in aocial schemes involving more then two dimensional. In both the Equals

and Differential conditione, there Poore signs of the aaistence of a

social scheme consimting of positive correlations betweon positions on

dimenoions referring to overt activity: talking, helping, and influencing.

This tendency suggests that people may have social schemes of a wry

complex sort, in which a whole series of dimensions is implicated, almost

geotalts" of social situations. If the emietence of such complex sozial

schemes turaa out to be perwoive, th,a it could be said that people

possess a limited oet of "stereotypes" about types of social situations.

Theme stereotypes could guide behavior as well as perception in a manner

parallel to the way that ethnic stereotypes guide other sorts of behavior.

Another unexpected finding In that college stno:lenta appear to have

two diummions of statue and two diamnolons of liking, since two seisorsto

fectoro emerged in both cages. This finding ouggesto 'that dimensions.

which social psy0o1 ogisto usually conceive of as unitory, such as liking,

ray in fact be dual from the point of view of the subjects. Thus,

relatioeships found by researchers with respect to one of these dimensiona

my not be generalizable to relationohips found with respect to the other.

The data also lodicate that deepitm the oubjecte dioclaimero, their

social schemes do tend to lead them to draw inferences about social

situations.on the boas of little information. The noat striking example

of this is the tendency gOT people to draw inferences about the

similarity or difference between two people Oen th y have no logicel

basis for doing so; people tend to take any &Wpm= in behavior

between two people, as in the Difforential scheses, an4 ovar-generalizo

this difference to all aorta of areas. This tendency is especially

19
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Results

The first hypothesis; was that there would be conaistency in the

subjects' responses to the was of fiveitema designed to tap each of

the varioue eocial achemas. Accordingly, the responsee to each of the 12

booklets were factor analyzed in order to determine whtther the items

designed to mensure the same social schema loaded on the same factor and

whether other items did not load on that factor. The meted used was a

principle axis solution for basic structure with varimax rotation to a

simple structure. Factoring was continued so long as each obtained

factoraccounted for more variance than a single acele. AlI factors ware

rotated.

OMMIROPWWWW.MIWOMOVONWIMPOW.4407.8411.114,04...A.M.M.11401201...111610,11.4.

Xnsert Table 1 about hare

....o....eamion.m PS111110

As can be seen from Table 1, bout half the total variance was

extracted by the factor analysis of the various booklets.

lug...AA schemes. The factors generated by the factor analysis ware

ouch that the five items designed a Iljori to tap the same equals schemes

very nearly always loaded on the sane factor to a considerable degree, and

seldom loaded on other factors. This: can be seen in Table 2, in which are

presented the loadings on the factor corresponding to the various social

scheees. In addition, items In the same booklet not designed a pAori to

usaoure a given social schemes only rarely loaded to any meaningful degree

on the same factor as the items deaigned to tap the social schemes. This

aloe can be seen in Table 2. Thus, in general, the data do indicate that

social schemes lead to perception of different situations in a concistent way.

tneert Table 2 about here

aossurauca....1.r.cantacciaamoilt
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Differm=fishawa. For most of the Differential ochemas, the sera

pattern of results occurred as for the Equala. Factora emerged which

loaded almest eaclusively on the items designed a plapqi to measure a given

social scheme, as can be nava from Table 3. However, lor status and liking,

two factors emerged, well of which loaded to a strong degree an only cove

of the itema in the seta designed to reasure each of tee social schemes.

In other words, the social schema seezed to split into two social schemes.

Although the patterning of these split social schemes did not appear to

be random and tended to bunch up on certain dimensions, it was not

possible to compare directly the ipetances of split faztors which occurred

on the same dimension on different social schemes, since the different

social schemes involving the same dimension occurred in booklets filled

out by different subjects.

.............aapossoilmearInamaioesyonamoreaamlaamir

Insert Table 3 ebout here

Social schemes held py satIga. In order to determine ehet social

schemes were held by the tote! ample, t tests were run for each Item.

These t tests compared the obtalued mean score on each item to the score

that would have bean attained if the subjects had indizated that

position on the picture-caption variable made no difference for the

question variable. Thus, for the Equals ochemas this latter score would

mean that the subjects rated both the high and low picture-captions on

a dimension as being equal on the question variable. For the Equals

schemes all of these t tests were significant and rezerkably large.

(See Table 4.) In essence, the subjects indicated that they believed
2

that mutual liking, mutual helping, tutual communication, and mutual

influence were all positively related to one anoeher; end that similarity

was also pere.ived as positively related to each of thoee dimensions.
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Insert Tables 4 & 5 about here
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With raspect to the Differential sehems the geneial trend ales

is for tho subjects to perceive relationships between positions on

the picture-captlf.ora fald question variables (see Table 5) but the trend

in not so strong as in the case of the Equals scheme. The rather ccimplc.tx

findings can be summarised as follows:

The parson who lilms more than he. is liked is perceived to help TOM

thaa he is helped:, to talk more then the other person:, to be influenced by

the other person more than he influences. The person who helps more than

he is helped by the other is perceived to like the other St74.3re than he is

liked; the pi.:-son who talks 1120ral as perceived to like t'ae other more than

ha is liked.

2. People who differ on any one of the pie.ture-caption dimensions, except

'power and status, are perceived to differ on ths questim variables as

%nil. The inconsistent results on. power and status .are in line with the

general inconsisteney of Insults in these variables.

3. Differsztce. :12 picture-caption variables which involve one perceon

acting overtly more th n the other are poatively relatd to one another.

Theige variables are comunication, influence, end helpt.o44., Thus:, the

person who communicates sr.).re team is perceived to influence more and to

be tr.ore helpful. The person who has more influence is 'perceived to help

more and talk more, The person who 1.61 mare helpful has more influence;

the only exception to this trend is the rather inconsistent effect of

helping as a picture-caption variable on czasmonication. Perhaps p&aple

who are being helped are mosetiatse perceived to need to eowiranicate

their needs.
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4. There are relatively fewer widely hold social Gansu with status

and power as the picturecaption variables. The only widely held ones

appear to be the positive ratlationship between status awl power on the

one hand and influence on the other; and the positive relationship

between powes and helping; and the negative ono between status and

communication. The subjects did not appear to have any social ochosao

that indicated that power or status alone provided an adequate basis

for predicting the relationship of two people on some other dimension.

Moreover, when status or power ware the question variables, the subjects

had consistent social scheme only with Ivalping and influencing in the

picture-captions with the higher status or pmfar person doing sore of

both.

mitt, ordat data. The above factor analysis was used to generate

factor scores for all subjects. The subjects were then split into the

following birth order groups: onliss, firsts, toiddle and lasts.

eeparetely for each se m. end analysee of variance wore computed. No

results =attributable to chanco ware found. Sim ilay, breaks by

sex of siblings, 1M1112311C.Or of siblingo agagap to older and to vunger

siblings were fruitless, as was a split according to the educational

level of the paranto. Thus, the birth order hypotheass were not

confirinsd. nor Imre any son differences found.

Discussion

The factor analysis resulto generally indicate that people do in

fact have social schemee, since differenees in responding to the various

items wore correlated, showing that subjects) differed in their sanctions

to the pictures in consistent ways. The dimensions that were chosen

a gg....ad also in general appear to be those which are involved in social
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schema. However, the results did suggest that taking two dimenaions at

a time wee sometime) inadevate, oince soma dimensions appeered to cluster

in aocial schemes invo3.viug nore thao two dimensions. In both the Equa lo

and Differential conditions, there ware signs of the (roister= of a

aocial oche= consisting of positive correlations betwoon positione on

dimanaions referring to oven activity: talking, helping, and influencing.

Thia tendency ouggoata that people may have social schatas of a very

cotRylex soot& in which a whole eeries of dimensions is implicated, almost

"gestalts" of amid. situations. If the existence of ouch couple= oocial

schema turns out to be perireeive, thou it could be said that people

posseos a limited set of "stereotypos" about types of .00cial situations.

These oterctotypeo could guide behavior as well as percoption in a noormer

parallel to the way that ethnic stereotypes guide othso sorts of behavior.

Another unenpected finding is that collage studenos appear to have

two dive:anions of statue ma two dimensions of liking, since two separate

factors emerged in both cases. Thio finding suggests that dimensions

which social psychologiots =coolly 03V.C.Giva of es unit/ry, such as liking,

nay fin fact be duol from the point of view of the subjocts. Thus,

reletionchips found by TOCearchers with /respect to one of these dimeneions

any not be genera/sable to relationships found with rospect to the other.

The data also indicate that despite the subjects' disclaimers, their

social schxzes do teed to lwool them to draw inferences about social

situations on the bads of little infoomation. The moot striking muisople

of this is the tendency for people to draw inferences about the

similarity or difference between two people when they have no logical

basis for doing so; people tend to take any difference in behavior

between two people as in the Differential schemes, ani over-generalize

this difference to all mons of areas. This tendency le eapecially
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striking because the subjects had the option in all cave of saying that

the people depicted wssra neither similar nor different. Furthermore,

people tend to assume that people who have some positivs relationship

with ona another, such as liking, influencing, helping, and talking are

similar to one another. Th1r3 type of inference about Vaterparnonal

rolationehips is parallel to the implicit personality theories that

people have about angle other people (Bruner, Shapiro, and Tagiuri, 1958).

The reeults with respect to liking show that in bof,I the Equal and

Differential echesae people tend to associate liking iih helping,

talking, and being influenced a v11 aa evrith similariy. The

emphasis in balance theory and its derivations on the l:Lkingsimilarity

relationship sneers to be `wet one special case of the ::arge sat of

cocial schema vithin which liking is assosiated. Sone of the dimensionni,

such as haping, might in fact be enbsumsible under Ileid:r's U relationship

(fleider, 1958), but there does not seem tc be much in:Au t in regarding all

of these dirlessiona as me.

other worda, there may be many typos of balance I relationships,

mach one corresponding to one of the severea aocial schmsts

liking le involved. Even more, all of the sociel schwa measured here

can be conceeived as a special type of balenced relation:lip. For

instance, a balenced 'eclat:VDT:ship euld be one in Oich two people Trite

interact with one another also help one amother; anothe: would be one

in which al person who does most of the talking does Tros'; of the litdng.

Accordingly, hypothstes parallel to those that have titc teand and, to

soot degree, supported with respect to the similarity-liking schema,

would be implied. Thus, social situationc conforming t. the social

schemes might be batter learned, more pleasant, better Temembered, etc.,
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than those which violate the social schwas or are unbalanced.

Status and paver generated the Milt equivocal resqlts of any of the

&mansions. Although factors ware extracted concern2.n3 them, the t test

analysts suggested that the perception of particular situations involving

status end power is infleronced by other diumnsions of :he situation.

Social eshazas involving power and statu,s appear to 11,1, rave two or wore

other dioefasions besides status and power; e.g., the r slationshipe

between power and liking may differ with politico on 3 32ta third

dimension, such as helpfulness.

The failure to fini my correlation between facto: scores and

birth order, son, and eiucation variables could be the result of

0(31=41 factors. The question:tetra may rot have been gubtle enough

to tap subtle differencea in social schemes. The proj E.` ctIve aspect of

the items night have elle-red subjects to keep the quee?.ionnaire at a

distance from themselves. Social acheast any be based no strongly on

perceptions of everyday situations that individual diVerences in

background nay be oVerwhelnaed. At this point, there 13 no bawls for

choosing ep2ong these alternatives.
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Table 2

Factor load/use of Equal's schema Items which were deeigved to measure a

given schema on the factor (or factors) on which these :'.teme load meet

heavily. (Fractions are the nuMber of other items in a booklet which /oad

.40 or greater on that factor, divided by the number of other items.). ...11,4.1.101h

Picture-Caption Question Dimensions

Dimensions
.-

Equal Similarity Liking Helping Colamunication Influence

.975 .583 .654 .449 )

.891 .814 .838 .933

Similarity .
.978 13 .397 fs .997 9-15

.894 9-
2.5

.890 .548 .910 .953

. .820 .946 .979 .823

.979 .591 .888 .918

.948 .928 .983. .989

iking .922 i .955 its .896 fs .995

.982 .961 .964 .905

.847 .939 .978 .956

...................-..- ......... irlrate.t

.986 .983 .976 .894

.481 .895 .901 .639
0 a o A

Halpin .949 - .836 15-15
.919 15- 5

.919 .970 .521 .929

.820 .893 .206 .104
..... ...................

.935 .987 .E92 952

. .866 .967 .953 .903

Comm& .958 3-- .936 2.-
15 23 ' 798 L15

0.918 -13

cation .927 .976 .872 .768

.906 .919 .817
-713+,1.20/91VMMOSS.

.921
IIMINIWCIPSIRICAMMinli.ft. .1. .

.329 .882 .961 .977

.919 .851 .9,37 .415

10111wassze
T

.941 .'"--20
.884 21.-20

.47 L
15

2.797 7
..8

.967 .901 .071 .716

.916 .856 .953 .245
I
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Table 3

Factor loadings of Differential schema items which were designed to measure a

given schema on the factor (or factors) on which these Items load most heavily.

(Fractious are the number of other itema in a booklet wlich load .40 or

greater on that factor, divided by the number of other ttems.)

'pm 110..wregrowamenanwevagoarawasordwee.
mow

..mmmwmmmmmmovrmw.wiwmmwmnmrmmmmrmmmw.
mew.. wrimmosamormmmimmm~....................

Picture-Caption Question Dimensions

Dimensions
AtAmmmot ------

Diff. Status Liking Helplag Cemmunication Influ Power Similar.

.460 .959 .583 .468 .939 .318 .990 .766

.966 .962 -.284 .959 .273 .953 .670 .114

Status .581 .952 .422 .882 .852 .036 .964 .533

.055 .960 .983 .103 .V32 .228 .876 .938

.050 .557 .995-.055 .56 .923 .781 .693

3 1 2

.'20
--1

20 20 20

411....~......wranmpsasww....w 1
---

.303 .816 .859 .967 .896 .978 .228 .960 .413

.927 .252 .454 .954 .633 2 .977 .973 .187 .821

Liking .384 .901
.864 .359

.264

.956

.950

.975

.027 - -- .945
15

.814 .965

.077 .980
-.281 .899

.927

.271

.918-.154 .049 .708 .958 .822 .935 .242 .975

.426
1.-
20

1
15

.467
2
5

1
25

MikloOMMIt

.859 .993 .956 .790 .980 .055 .896

.880 .985 .969 .903 .417 .896 .897

Helping .934 .996 .972 .304 .019 .975 .951

.986

1.000

.982

.963

.417

.753

.839 .435

.566 .789
.327
.8E9'992 20

.849

0 2

15 20
,S=1401ter14=12.1=1-14-

....................

.993 .905 .927 .216 .950 .830 .889

.601 .936 .960 .963 .906 .188 .165

Commun. .835 .980 .897 .669 .973 .789 .069

.978 .956 .861 .368 .709 .951 .678

.591 .822 .954 .030 .972 .960 -.033

1 1 2

20 20 25

0.............. billan.160.01ranbalormftls AiThlins. Mr-141~ .11WAL-..Meamerft 55 VenetliatT:qs=0.12.

.816 .968 .291 .985 .598 .554 .942

.970 .954 .487 9 .896 .921 .106 .919

Inf1u. .966
.904

.966

.956

.877 4'
5

.966

.976

.960

.951 .084

.750 .062

.645

.975

.960 .992 .940 .987 .434 .889 .763

2 1

.7cill....M-11141..V.....%sh

20 20

-............-. 011....=1112.0=10a.1.7X. =War pl=n446....0:00t

.975-.024 .981 .944 .719 .193 .961

-.029 .910 .986 .648 .862 .993 .039

Power .852 .34 .967 .978 .879 .209 L. ,.947 1.

.356 .892 .901 .294 .892 .473 20 -.253 2

3211.181It
.608 - .970

el
.686 .693 .707
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Table 4

T teats of differences between mean scores and 002T413 indicating

no relationship between the picture-caption and schema question

variables - -for Equals schemes. (.05 level of aignificencem 1.960)

COMMIMOMM.TS=

ZOI0.710.1.

Similarity Liking Melping Communication Influence

---

19.0218 20.125 23.325 21.508

6.1209 16.448 15.607 11.034

Similar. 12.7661 11.084 9.907 7.379

16.7076 22.871 25.972 15.511

20.9623 6.294 11.362 7.433

13.670 37.651 36.894 27.063

12.263 32.393 13.872 17.321

ikiug 20.895 48.272 29.270 26.562

20.682 32.195 40.420 19.370

12.412 37.675 41.602 29.793

------
7.183 21.850 21.293 29.589

8.633 23.052 15.264 20.111

elping 8.393 31.535 28.771 24.615

6.695 23.361 16.822 31.350

.
WOOS. 4.....=.1nrOdirllI - -

13.2032 24.827 30.288 10.753

6.9198 14.204 16.172 10.112

ommun. 9.1457 17.255 23.890 9.097

16.4060 25.680 20.634 14.642

1

10.8883 20.528 22.034 17.514

8.066 17.020 15.633 23.024

15.858 16.708 24.425 24.040

Inf1u, 11.728 19.870 14.990 13.756

12.557 22.231 16.566 26.139

11.400 21.536 23.769 10.512
1
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Table 5

T tests of differences between mean scores and scores indicating no relationship

between the picture-caption and edam question veriablos--for Differentia

ocheluas. (.03 level of significance la 1.960) - ,----..
Similar.

1

-
Status Liking Heaping Commun.

....-
Influence

-...1--
Power i

5.736 8.947 5.821 15.165 7.752

5.370 8.344 10.307 10.264 -10.226

Status -4.609 .299 -7.635 7.393 - 5.109

4.144 -1.309 8.242 17.700 - 3.667

7.241 1.361 4.894 10.509 4.718

-3.476 25.355 31.63 19.646 3.902 15.879

2.267 25.134 28.332 16.391 -.699 16.2(94

iklug -4.410 29.197 84.585 17.176 2.008 8.807

3.873 24.429 26.971 28.843 5.822 9.648

I.112 15.964 29.440 15.380 .465 8.191

19.138 6.862 3.195 15.126 17.152 5.613

4.466 3.305 2.945 4.742 12.308 10.846

alping 10.390 2.943 1.353 12.633 3.018 11.324

123.300 4.820 .833 7.226 22.161 6.720

17.491 8.274 1.048 9.314 16.558 9.602

-

2.684 12.582 10.328 15.837 14.666 25.283

1.841 16.181 20.754 8.634 12.359 7.818

2.981 13.442 13.367 10.134 13.238

.061 10.121 9.545 8.982 2 9.903

5.002 11.651 7.542 9.827 1 6.045 4.131

15.658 2.286 5.449 4.012 13.260 6.2-7721

13.841 2.009 -2.734 8.540 17.586 8.675

Inf lta. 20.481 -1.953 3.790 8.029 19.153 9.456

18.394 1.502 5.202 1.094 14.119 4.906

22.985 2.479 9.046 3.048 18.886 2.604
_..

1.065 11.428 8.515 14.091 5.173 .

2.179 14.409 -3.402 14:073 4.876

POWGIT . 740 15.090 79116 13.356 12.929

-.207 9.079 -9.977 8.695 3.441

5.336 - .587 4.264 10.703 9.960


